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Abstract: 

In a number of situations public sector information analysis uses to be performed empirically without any 

concrete procedure which should be based on the use of some models or even the use of collected data 

analysis tools. At the same time, the issue of data turning into conclusive information for a public 

institution does not benefit from an efficient development framework. On the contrary, the idea of 

systemized data analysis lacks completely in the case of most public institutions. 

This paper is intended as a case study of data analysis by means of an Online Analytical Processing 

(OLAP) system with real data from the Area Labour Inspectorate of Alba County (Romania) to prove 

both the efficiency and the need to create such a system. The aim is to prove the beneficial role of OLAP 

technology implementation in public institutions, at any level which may involve a managerial act. 
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CUBOS DE PROCESAMIENTO ANALÍTICO ONLINE (OLAP). UN ESTUDIO DE 

CASO EN LA INSPECCIÓN DE TRABAJO DEL CONDADO DE ALBA (RUMANÍA) 
 

Resumen: 

En numerosas situaciones el análisis de la información del sector público suele llevarse a cabo 

empíricamente sin un procedimiento concreto, el cual debería basarse en el uso de modelos o de 

herramientas de análisis. Al mismo tiempo, lo tocante a la conversión de los datos en información apta 

para la toma de decisiones en una institución pública no se beneficia de un marco de desarrollo eficiente. 

Al contrario, la idea de un análisis sistematizado de datos falta totalmente en el caso de muchas 

instituciones públicas. 

Este artículo se plantea como estudio de caso de análisis de datos por medio de un sistema de 

Procesamiento Analítico Online (OLAP) con datos reales del Área de Inspección de Trabajo del Condado 

de Alba (Rumanía) para probar tanto la eficiencia como la necesidad de establecer un sistema de tales 

características. El propósito es probar el papel positivo de la implementación de la tecnología OLAP en 

las instituciones públicas, a cualquier nivel que pueda implicar un acto de gestión. 
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1. Introduction 

In public sector, especially those institutions subordinated to ministries, information analysis is currently 

performed empirically without any concrete procedure which should be based on the use of some models 

or even the use of collected data analysis tools. At the same time, the issue of data turning into conclusive 

information for a public institution does not benefit from an efficient development framework. On the 

contrary, the idea of systemized data analysis lacks completely in the case of most public institutions. 

A summary research conducted at the level of four types of institutions subordinated to the Romanian 

Ministry of Labour, Family and Equality of Chances (namely the General Directorate of Labour and 

Social Protection, the National Unemployment Office, the County State Pension Office, and the Area 

Labour Inspectorates) outlined the fact that none of these institutions either owns or have ever 

implemented a collected data analysis model in 36 counties, although such data are more than significant 

as each of these institutions has several million entries on a monthly basis at the national level. 

It shows that most public institutions subordinated to the Ministry of Labour, Family and Equality of 

Chances do not have a data analysis system, although they have been collecting such data on an organized 

manner for more than 10 years, and the number of records altogether exceeds the number of thousands of 

million records. Moreover, none of the institutions comprised in this case study owns or has a Data 

Warehouse, DW implementation project. Additionally, none of the institutions subject to our research 

have ever used an Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) tool for data analysis and there is no clear view 

at the management level of these institutions with respect to the creation of department Data Marts. 

2. OLAP cubes and Labour Inspection 

Dimensions represent an essential and distinct concept in multi-dimension databases. The most important 

purpose of multi-dimension modelling is the use of dimensions to supply as much context as possible for 

facts. In this sense, although the cube term leads to the idea of three-dimensionality, i.e. the existence of 

three dimensions, in fact most cubes that can be seen in practice as having from 4 to 12 dimensions. To 

make a brief summary of OLAP-related means and benefits we will try to define such a cube by means of 

Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Enterprise edition tool. The analysis shall be made on an operational 

relational database relating to the collection of information on self-assessment forms concerning the 

commission payable by every private employer to Area Labour Inspectorate in the country (to which it 

belongs) for the records and the certification of Employment books. 

Database operates similarly in all the counties all throughout the country as both the database and fat-

client applications managing it are elaborated by the author. Databases are elaborated by means the SQL 

Server 2000 Standard edition at the level of each county. These databases are replicated at the Area 

Labour Inspectorate by means of an explicit architectural pattern for a better management of any possible 

errors. Basically, this database comprises the payments made by economic agents within every county 

both through the institution cashier’s office and through payment orders within the bank. Moreover, the 

database comprises self-assessment forms submitted by economic agents. The database at the national 

level is created in PostgresSql, where the self-assessment form table consists of about 12 million entries. 

The analysis shall be carried out by importing the central database on Postgres server in SQL Server 2005 

Enterprise edition and processing was operated on the entire set of entries existing as of July 31
st
 2008. 

The part of the database schema on which analysis is to be operated is shown in Figure 1. We shall 

consider the fact table as “com_declun” because the database is relational, and the county code identifier 

is included in companies’ table. 

Moreover, in companies’ table company’s type (physical person or body corporate), and organization 

form (trading company, public limited company, bank, etc.) are put into relation. Table’s structure 

comprises also a logic-type field “com25” identifying trading companies paying a 0.25% commission of 

wage fund by means of the “true” value, while the remaining companies pay a 0.75%  commission of this 

fund. To define the cube we shall use a snow flake schema related to fact table only by “CUI” relation 

standing for the economic agent’s Tax Identification Number. All other tables in the image shall be 

considered dimensions. We shall also add “time” dimension in relation to the fact table. 

The schema of the cube for analysis is exemplified in Figure 2. One can notice that the fact table with a 

yellow header and snowflake architecture around “companies” dimension, while dimensions are 

represented with a blue header. 
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Figure 1. Part of database schema for analysis 

 

Source: own elaboration 

 

Figure 2. Scheme of the cube for analysis with fact table and dimension tables 

 

Source: own elaboration 
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Cube processing method is a multidimensional online analytical processing (MOLAP) generating a 

storage space for the efficiency of operations carried out on the cube. The processing on SQL Server 2005 

is shown in Figure 3. 

To process this cube we resorted to a Compaq ProLiant Server with 1 GB RAM memory and two XEON 

processors of 2.20 GHz. Processing was made in parallel, the SQL server was set to use both processors. 

The number of entries involved was of 11,914,402. 

On the one hand, the measures established for the cube were the following the number of companies 

having submitted self-assessment forms, the number of self-assessment forms, the number of employees 

of each company, the wage funds, and the payable commission. 

On the other hand, the dimensions established are as follows: time measure (related to the date when the 

self-assessment form has been submitted), the county where the self-assessment form was submitted, the 

company’s legal status, the company’s type of organization, and the type of payable commission (0.25% 

or 0.75%). 

We have to mention that cube processing took 58 minutes on the server with the given specifications and 

all processors functioned at a maximum capacity of 100%, as it can be seen in Figure 4. Additionally, two 

queries were necessary for cube processing due to the measure “number of companies”, which is a 

calculated dimension. This is calculated by a distinct selection of tax identity number in the fact table, 

which also involves the “companies” dimension, and thus selection is made twice. 

As one can see, processing effort requires huge system resources and therefore the physical machine on 

which analysis is performed should be an extremely powerful one. However, even when this cube appears 

as extremely simple, there are much more dimensions to be considered –especially measures– in real life. 

Moreover, processing can be carried out by means of several fact tables, and therefore we may conclude 

that OLAP server requires an extremely powerful machine, at national level at the least. This machine 

may be an 8-16 processor server or, preferably, a mainframe. 

 

Figure 3. Cube processing in SQL Server 2005 

 

Source: own elaboration 
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Figure 4. Server effort during cube processing 

 

Source: own elaboration 

 

In this sense, Figure 5 exemplifies the drill-down operation on “time” dimension on the processed cube, 

while Figure 6 exemplifies the slice operation by the dimension “county”. Later on, Figure 7 outlines a 

cube rotate operation, where one can notice a drill-down operation in the “county” dimension and the 

creation of a hierarchy including the legal status and type of commission payable to the Area labour 

Inspectorate. 

 

Figure 5. The Cube obtained and a drill-down operation in “time” dimension 

 

Source: own elaboration 
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Figure 6. Exemplification of slice operation by decreasing cube dimensionality to one slice (Cluj County) 

 

Source: own elaboration 

 

Figure 7. Exemplification of a cube rotate operation 

 

Source: own elaboration 
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3. Conclusions 

This paper focuses on the ways and the working tools to define OLAP cubes. These are suggested as a 

powerful tool which may be helpful at any organizational level, as the possibility of scalable, multi-

dimension cubes is considered. Thus, and even when department Data Marts can be created, OLAP may 

very well operate directly on Data Warehouse, as working interface. 

Therefore, from the results of a simplified model, we proved that the use of OLAP technology through 

data management operations brings about an efficient retrieval of information from the data collected into 

enterprise’s information systems. 
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